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Whether it be looking at something from above or below. Or attempting to understand different political
opinions, it is hard to refute the fact that in daily life we are constantly confronted by different perspectives. My
artistic research and exposure to different philosophies, as well as visual psychology, have fostered the notion that
attempting to understand the world through multiple perspectives is common to our human behavior and psyche. It
seems as though humankind has endlessly strived to reconcile seemingly opposing views. In a sense, you might say
that collectively (and individually) we have attempted to make “wholes” out of a fragmented world. One of the most
widely accepted forms of visual psychology to describe this phenomenon would be the gestalt principal of closure.
Closure attempts to explain how human perception is inclined to see forms in a complete state, despite the
absence of one or more of their parts. A seemingly opposing perspective to gestalt’s principle of closure might be
observed in the philosophical idea of anattā, which is a Buddhist doctrine that identifies a person’s “self” as
constantly undergoing change. Therefore making a “self” imperceptible. My claim however, is that principals such as
closure explain how individuals can distinguish a “self” through phenomenal experience – an idea that would not be
dissimilar to constructing meaning through experience. Systematic investigations within my painting practice have
allowed me to come to this conclusion. And, unlike more conventional forms of research, visual art opens up new
ways to understand conceptual ideas that are not strictly data-driven. Instead, visual art (as well as philosophy)
provide a space to nurture and understand ideas in a way that is as fluid as our ever-changing world.

Introduction
re·search
noun: the systematic investigation into and study of materials and
sources in order to establish facts and reach new conclusions.
verb: investigate systematically
The idea of calling myself an artist and researcher is still something I’m getting used to. I often ask myself,
how is painting research? To be honest, I think it’s a fair question, and I may have never considered what I was
doing to be research without the encouragement of my mentors and other faculty members. In order for me to
gain confidence I had to first look to the literary definition of the word “research”. This is what I found:
All working artists use materials of some kind, whether it be analogue or digital. Artists also look into, or
react to, sources, whether they be material or ethereal. And most importantly, artists investigate systematically.
I’m fully aware that artists may not always use strict scientific approaches to their work. They may not always
create formal hypotheses or consciously use variables, but these elements are often executed in the work. For
example, maybe an artist will exploit material qualities, or variation in color (control variables) to make one
consistent color (constant variable) appear different on opposite ends of the canvas. For myself, I use systematic
investigations to look for commonality amongst different perspectives.
Although I never strive to “establish facts”, my practice is heavily invested in reaching new
conclusions. My work involves systematic investigations of compositional organization. Each piece
creates an opportunity to establish harmony amongst divisions that are created by the use of color,
material and form. By creating compositions that involve elements of repetition, symmetry, and ephemeral
thought-like scribbles, a viewer is encouraged to slow down and ”construct” harmonic compositions for
themselves. My hope is that each piece, in its own way, will provide an experience that will be similar to
the feeling of searching for balance. Perhaps people will be more capable of experiencing that feeling or
emotion in the future and, in turn, become more empathetic toward seemingly opposing perspectives.
While materials are very important, my process is more
involved with attempting to reproduce an experience, a feeling, or
an emotion that I once experienced. Sometimes the inspiration for
a work is deeply personal, other times it is more of a fun exercise
with formal art qualities. To begin a piece that is concerned with
what I have been calling “the search” I do my research based on
an unbiased trajectory. I try to understand what the multiple
perspectives are concerning, such as art and philosophy. Then, I
work inward from the extremes, trying to find the common
ground that will allow two perspectives to function independently
from each other, as well as in cooperation with one another.
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The figure above shows what my research
process would look like as a visual chart. It
depicts two perspectives on a spectrum and
a central area that I have been referring to
as “the search”. This area is where multiple
perspectives share similarities and common
differences.

anattā:
Merriam-Webster:
a basic Buddhist doctrine 
affirming the nonexistence 
of a soul, essence, or any 
other enduring substantial 
entity underlying any form 
of phenomenal existence
Encyclopaedia Britannica:
the doctrine that there is in 
humans no permanent, 
under lying substance that 
can be called the soul. 
Instead, the individual is 
compounded of five 
factors that are constantly 
changing.
On the right are a couple definitions for the
Buddhist doctrine of anattā. While I am no expert in
Buddhist philosophy, the concept is that because we
are always undergoing change as individuals, there is
no fundamental, or unchanging self. I believe the
underlying notion is that while we can still have a
feeling of, or interpret a self, that doesn’t change the
reality that there is no capital-T True self. In some
ways, this is very similar to the fact that there is no
capital-T True circle in the example on the left.
Whether or not this falls in line with concepts of
anattā, my research has led me to conclude that
individuals can phenomenally experience, or interpret
a self through similar ways that they can visualize a
circle on the left. So to conclude, I suppose I am an
artist-researcher. But all I can hope for is that my
investigations continue to lead me to new conclusions.
Conclusion
The figure above is a
visualization to the gestalt
principle of closure. The
principal describes that
even though our brains
interpret a whole circle, in
reality there is none, only
13 dashes are present.
